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Throughout the document there may be some concepts you are
unfamiliar with. We have included a Glossary of Terms at the end of the
document to clarify what these are, and what they mean in terms of this
Plan.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Making the Connection - Blackwood’s Customer Engagement Plan has been coproduced by a working group of employees and customer representatives from
across our three regions. As active participants in the project group our customer
representatives ensured we gathered a comprehensive range of views. This plan
will be delivered over a three-year timeframe from April 2018 to March 2021.
We have named the plan Making the Connection for two key reasons:
- Making gives the plan its proactive and dynamic nature, 				
demonstrating the input that both Blackwood and customers will make.
- Connection not only promotes the use of digital options using 			
CleverCogs™, but also suggests a high level of engagement between 		
Blackwood and our customers, as well as between customers				
themselves.
Our approach to developing the plan has been built on our core values as an
organisation, and on the key principle that we will identify and agree core content
of the plan in partnership with our customers to ensure that we truly reflect their
views.
Reflecting on their role within the group a customer stated:
“As a customer for over 20 years, I have often wished to influence and engage
with Blackwood in a number of ways. By being part of the Making the Connection
team, I am pleased that we have put together a plan allowing myself and others to
do so.” - Customer Representative
The work by this group has been built on through a series of events to gather the
views of tenants, care home residents and care at home customers. We have also
taken on board the views of our customers that were gathered at our 2017 AGM.
“Seeing our new Customer Engagement Plan come together has been a rewarding
experience for all. I am looking forward to seeing the Plan delivered in the coming
years, and I’m excited at the opportunity of achieving a notable and quantifiable
increase in engagement and customer satisfaction”
- Angela Currie, Housing & Care Director
We would like to thank all who have taken the time to assist in producing the Plan,
including members of Team Blackwood and employees. In particular we would like
to thank our customers who have taken part in the consultation activity to inform
the production of this Plan.
~ Making the Connection Working Group, March 2018

www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk
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2.

OUR ENGAGEMENT COMMITMENT

As a customer-focused housing and care provider we are committed to engaging
with our customers to ensure that we deliver both quality and value within our
services that we continue to focus on developing and designing our services to
reflect a level of understanding of our customer’s needs and aspirations.
Having an innovative plan will ensure that we continue to provide an excellent
standard of service for both our current and future customers. It will provide a
wide range of opportunities to engage with our customers in a meaningful way
that helps us improve services, design and deliver new services and help customers
live their life to the full. The diagram below shows the key customers groups that
we have.
Care at
Home

Care
Home
Tenants
Housing
Support

3.

WHY A PLAN?

Blackwood is required to produce a tenant involvement strategy for housing,
but as a housing and care provider we see the value in having a customer
engagement strategy that combines our approach to all our customer groups.
We believe it is important to find out what’s important to our customers so we
can plan and review services that deliver on this within reason. The agencies that
regulate social care services also view engagement as extremely important and
expect us to encourage and support those who use our services to have their say.
Our engagement strategy meets the following legal and regulatory requirements.
-
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The Housing (Scotland) Act 2001
Scottish Social Housing Charter 2017
The Scottish Government’s national guidelines on tenant participation
The National Health and Social Care Standards
The Regulation of Care (Requirements as to Care Services) (Scotland) 		
Regulations 2002
Scottish Social Services Council Codes of Practice for Social Care Employers
and Social Care Workers
www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk

4.

FIT WITH OUR STRATEGIC DIRECTION

Making the Connection forms part of the suite of plans that supports the delivery
of our main Strategy and Business Plan 2015-2020. It will play an important role in
linking the actions identified in our Housing Strategy and Care Strategy.
The Plan sits alongside our Housing Strategy by helping to deliver the Blackwood
Housing Offer. This includes refocusing what our Housing Officers do to give them
more time to engage with customers. We will do this by making better use of
our CleverCogs™ technology to provide on-line services. This includes giving our
customers Wi-Fi, digital skills training and devices to access the internet.
Our core aim is to ensure we help people live their life to the full, so a key focus of
this plan is the ways in which we can support customers to be in control of their
care, live independently and have access to digital inclusion services.

STRATEGY & BUSINESS PLAN 2015 - 2020

Housing
Strategy
2017 - 2020

Asset Mgmt
Strategy
2015 - 2020

Care
Strategy
2017 - 2020

People
Strategy
2015 - 2018

MAKING THE CONNECTION
CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT PLAN 2018 - 2021
5.

HOW THE PLAN WAS DEVELOPED

Blackwood’s Customer Engagement Plan was co-designed by employees and
customer representatives from our scrutiny panels. We consulted with all four
groups of our customers in late 2017; tenants, care home residents, care at home
customers and housing support customers, asking two questions:
1.
2.

What would encourage you to get involved with Blackwood?
What methods would you prefer to use to get involved?

Customer Engagement days were held across our care services to gather the
views of care home and care at home customers. An insert was also included in
the annual Customer Report, encouraging tenants to provide their views.
From this feedback, a draft Engagement Plan was created and shared with
employees and Team Blackwood for initial feedback. Responding to feedback, an
easy read version will be produced alongside this plan.
www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk
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6.

WHAT WE WANT TO ACHIEVE

We believe that organisations who understand their customers are more likely
to deliver better services. By gaining this understanding we aim to deliver more
individualised services to promote greater levels of meaningful engagement. This
will help us to continue to deliver value and quality to our customers.
We want to ensure that our customers are enabled to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Get involved as much as they choose
At a level they feel comfortable
At a time convenient to them
In a way that has a demonstrable impact

Engaging with customers helps to make the services we provide accountable,
relevant and transparent. We will develop opportunities for engagement, including
for those who are traditionally less likely to take part.
7.

HOW WE WILL DO IT

As Blackwood progresses with the rollout of CleverCogs™, Making the Connection
has a strong focus on using technology, building on our success as the winner of
the UK Housing Award 2017 for our Outstanding Approach to Digital Inclusion.
The Plan is underpinned by seven key principles as detailed on page 7.
We will also support those who prefer to use more traditional methods, whilst at
the same time encouraging them to engage with our on-line services. We aim to
increase the number of housing customers using our on-line services over the 3
years of the plan by 60%.
The value of face-to-face contact between Blackwood and our customers, and
between customers themselves is also at the forefront of the strategy. This will build
on the social aspect of events such as our 2017 AGM.

AGM 2017, National Sports Training Centre, Inverclyde
6
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DIGITAL SHIFT
Refocus the role of our
Housing Officers so they
can support more customer
engagement activities
Launch our on-line housing
service using CleverCogs™
Continue to develop our
services using CleverCogs™
for our care customers

CONNECT WITH HARD
TO REACH GROUPS
Increase engagement with a
range of groups that can be
harder to get involved such
as care at home customers
Maximise our use of social
media routes to connect with
young people

SUPPORT
INDEPENDENT LIVING

DYNAMIC, FUN AND MODERN
Create new methods for customers to
engage with us using CleverCogs™
Build on traditional methods of engagement
where this is appropriate
Review the role of our Scrutiny Panels to
support their development

REFLECT OUR UNIQUE CHALLENGES

Engage with more customers in a tailored
way that recognises their needs and
preferences, rather than one size fits all
Remove barriers to engagement by
providing Wi-Fi, training and devices to get
on-line

Give Housing Officers the knowledge and
skills to support customers to become more
socially included
Support customers in different ways to help
them live their life to the full

Increase awareness and support
access to a range of services that
support independence such as
on special equipment and new
technology developments using
BeSpoken
Work with local agencies to help
connect our customers to improve
their health and well being

www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk

INCREASE INCLUSION

SCRUTINY SUPPORT

Continue to support Team Blackwood,
our regional scrutiny panels and
develop their roles
Develop opportunities for care
customers to scrutinise performance
and processes
Formalise ways in which care customers
can get involved in recruitment
Support and develop our registered
tenant’s organisations
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8.

LEVELS OF ENGAGEMENT

For our own understanding, we will structure our activities into four levels of
engagement, which forms the basis of the Action Plan. Planning and organising
activities in this way will allow our customers to see the range of choice and levels
of commitment required across various levels of engagement.
POLICY & STRATEGY
What will this mean? How will we do this?
Involvement in
major decisions and
providing feedback
on strategies, policies
and procedures

1.) A co-design approach between customers and Blackwood
in decision making, service design and delivery will be taken
where appropriate
2.) By using unique and modern methods, for example instead of
providing paper copies of documents for feedback, you may be
asked to watch a short video and respond to questions

HELPING TO INFORM INVESTMENT DECISIONS
What will this mean?
Consulting our
customers on local
decisions on how
Blackwood invests
in areas such as
maintenance and
decoration

How will we do this?
1.) Consult on the Blackwood Standard for planned and cyclical
maintenance, and on our Blackwood House design
2.) Seek feedback on the style and type of adaptations that we
use
3.) In our Care Homes, we will use innovative co-design tools to
gather views from those will complex conditions

FEEDING BACK ON SATISFACTION AND INFLUENCING IMPROVEMENT
What will this mean?
An opportunity take
part in a wider variety
of engagement
activities and help
to develop new or
improved services

How will we do this?
1.) Gauging opinions through regular, short satisfaction surveys
using innovative, digital approaches and CleverCogs™
2.) Using innovative methods, such as gaming, to capture real
time customer feedback and design.
3.) Listening to suggestions for improvement and evidencing
these using the ‘you said, we did’ framework
4.) Create more opportunities to feedback on services and to
help shape existing or new services

SUPPORTING BETTER HEALTH AND WELLBEING AND INDEPENDENT LIVING
What will this mean?
Activities which
will aim to reduce
isolation, improve the
health and wellbeing,
and promote
independent living
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How will we do this?
1.) Give Housing Officers a more direct role in supporting this
activity
2.) Reduce isolation through digital inclusion and maximising the
health and well-being benefits of this being on-line
3.) Be proactive in our neighbourhoods to support and
encourage customers to become active citizens and live their
lives to the full
www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk

9.

WHAT DOES SUCCESS LOOK LIKE?

Making the Connection is scheduled to be delivered over a three-year period.
The detailed list of what we will do is set out in our Action Plan and this will be
managed by the Monitoring Group that is set up, as detailed in section 12 of this
plan.
In terms of achieving change across the 3 years of the plan, the following table
sets out our key objectives, year by year, to demonstrate the change we will make.
YEAR OBJECTIVES

1

2

3

- A range of new approaches to engagement are tested and introduced
using CleverCogs™ and other digital methods
- Increased number of customers getting involved at each level of engagement
- Monitoring Group established and produce first annual report
- Establish a tradition of customers presenting the annual report to Committee
or Board, that includes a plan for the coming year
- Begin a review of the Scrutiny Panels
- Large Scale Customer Survey completed using innovative approaches
- Action Plan amended to reflect the progress made in year
- Increase in number of customers using Housing App by 30%
- Improved monitoring and reporting of customer engagement
activities introduced
- Introduce the refreshed approach to scrutiny following the review
- Consider using The Huburbs game to consult our customers on
service development or investment decisions
- Increased in levels of satisfaction achieved.
- Increased numbers of customers are engaged across each level
of engagement.
- Demonstrable increase in the levels of engagements from harder to
reach customer groups.
- Further increase in number of customers using Housing App by 30%.
- Introduce new customer service model to improve contact experience.
- Review the Strategy and Action Plan.

CleverCo s
Empowering | Discovering | Connecting

One stop Housing App

“It’s so simple to report a repair”.
- CleverCogs app user

www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk
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To measure the success the of this plan we will use a range of data. The Scottish
Housing Regulator’s Annual Return on the Charter requires Blackwood to measure
and report on the following:
PERCENTAGE OF TENANTS WHO…
…are satisfied with the overall service provided
by their landlord
...feel their landlord is good at keeping them
informed about their services and decisions
…are satisfied with the opportunities given to
them to participate in their landlord’s decision
making process
…are satisfied with the standard of their home
when moving in
…are satisfied with the quality of their home
…are satisfied with the repairs and maintenance
service
…are satisfied with the management of the
neighbourhood they live in
…feel that the rent for their properties represents
good value for money
…use the Housing App to report repairs
…download and use the Housing App

CURRENT
PERFORMANCE

YEAR 3
TARGET

85%

95%

87%

95%

75%

95%

92%

95%

93%
87%

95%
95%

83%

95%

79%

90%

-

60%
75%

We will also continue to analyse feedback
received from the Care Inspectorate and from
our own Quality Assurance surveys to assess
the satisfaction of our care customers in being
involved with the service and the care which
they received.

Blackwood
homes | care | support

CUSTOMER REPORT

As part of a review into our quality control
measures in care, we are reviewing what
we collect to measure satisfaction. We ask
our care home and care at home/housing
support customers, as well as their families/
carers, how they rate the following customer
engagement measures.

2016/17

LIVING IT LARGS

ENJOYING THE ACTIVITIES AT AGM
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PERCENTAGE OF CARE CUSTOMERS WHO…

CURRENT
PERFORMANCE

YEAR 3
TARGET

…are satisfied with the service they receive

73%

95%

…are satisfied with the information they receive
about their service
…are satisfied with the opportunities they get to
make their service better
…are satisfied with their social needs being met
(care home only
…are engaged with bespoken
…are involved in recruitment

97%

95%

62%

95%

68%

95%

-

33%
25%

Note: % satisfied are those who consider these to be Very Good (Grade 5) or Excellent
(Grade 6) as per the Care Inspectorate’s 1-6 rating scale.

We will review and develop additional measures over the early period of the plan.
Clear evidence of the impact of engagement on decision-making will be demonstrable in policies and procedures rolled out. Feedback on the delivery of the plan
will also be provided to Blackwood’s board and executive management team.
We will increase the number of ways customers can engage with Blackwood, with
many of these being delivered through CleverCogs™. These in turn will also give
more opportunities for difficult to reach groups.
10.

OUR WIDER ENGAGEMENT ROLE

In addition to our customer engagement activities, Blackwood will aim to have an
impact on the wider housing and care sector to promote innovation and good
practice such as:
• Promoting and maximising use of the online community bespoken, seeks to
share information, stimulate innovation and put people who have disabilities at
the heart of the design process
• Hold our annual pioneering Blackwood Design Awards (BDA) to discover and
champion brilliant new designs, technologies and adaptations that have the
potential to help people who have disabilities;
• Inform and influence national policy and development both as Blackwood,
and through our representation on national groups such as the Scottish Federation
of Housing Associations (SFHA) and the Coalition of Care and support Providers in
Scotland (CCPS);
• Support scrutiny by investing in Team Blackwood and ensuring they are
supported by the national tenants organisations to ensure we have robust
approaches in place but also to help develop national guidance and policy
development.
www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk
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11.

RESOURCES

To allow engagement to develop successfully, it has to be adequately resourced
and supported. To support this, customer engagement budgets will be held by
each region, allowing them to invest in local priorities.
Customer engagement is a key part of everyone’s role in Blackwood and frontline
employees are trained and supported to ensure that customer engagement is a
key part of our values.
The rollout of CleverCogs™, will maximise the value of participating through digital
means for our customers. This digital inclusion will be supported by digital skills
programmes for customers and staff.
Resources will also be allocated to trial innovative, previously unused methods of
engagement, which will be aimed at our harder to reach groups such as care at
home and younger customers.
Through the duration of this Plan, we will also be well underway with a new
programme of recruiting and managing volunteers across our services. It is
anticipated that volunteers will play an integral role in supporting our new
customer engagement approach, especially in the areas of supporting better
health and wellbeing and social inclusion.
12.

MONITORING OF THE PLAN

A monitoring group consisting of Blackwood employees and customers from all
areas of our business will be set up. This group will meet on a regular basis and
shall co-produce an annual report to our board or committee commenting on
the success of the plan and work progressed to date and the upcoming priorities
for the following year. An invite to each meeting of the group will be extended to
Board members.
The success of the strategy will be evaluated in the final 6 months of the threeyear period and reported and evaluated annually through the performance
management and governance frameworks that already exist within Blackwood.
Reported progress will also inform the production of the next three-year strategy.
The plan may also be refined during its three-year period by the annual tenant
consultation exercise or other external factors as required. Any such refinement will
be at the discretion of the monitoring group.
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13.

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Action Plan

The supporting document to this Plan, detailing all actions to
be taken, by when, and how we will measure the success of
these.

Blackwood
Standard

The Standard which sets the level and quality of investment
Blackwood makes in its developments.

CleverCogs™

Blackwood’s digitally enhanced care system, find out more at
http://www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk/clevercogs.

Co-produce

Any document or plan which is produced in conjunction, and
on equal terms, by Blackwood employees and our customers.

Customer

Collective term for all tenants, care home residents, and
those who receive care at home and housing support from
Blackwood.

Digital Inclusion

Having the right access, skills, motivation and trust to
confidently access online services.

Engagement

Any action taken by Blackwood, or our employees, to involve
customers in decision making, social events or the provision of
information.

Housing App

The software application that customers can access the new
digital housing service functions. It can be downloaded to
computers, tablets or smartphones.

Scrutiny Panel

Groups of tenants who focus on reviewing performance.

Team
Blackwood

The official collective name of Blackwood’s regional scrutiny
panels.

Wi-Fi

Wireless internet access which can be used to connect
smartphones, tablets and computers to the internet.

www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk
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The Customer Engagement Plan meetings were held in several locations
including Dundee, Glasgow and Edinburgh over the past year. Thanks to modern
technology, the panel were able to SKYPE in to meetings if they couldn’t physically
attend.

“
I welcomed the opportunity to
put across views from a customer

perspective and enjoyed much
satisfaction to have my views taken
on board. As a both a tenant and
member of Team Blackwood, I felt
my opinions were vital to the success
of this project. “
~ Maggie Killin
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GET INVOLVED!
Remember, getting involved doesn’t necessarily mean giving up hours of your
time. We have lots of different ways that you can participate at a level that suits
you.
For further information or to express your interest please contact us by email at
info@blackwoodgroup.org.uk or by telephone 0131 317 7227.

“
The customer engagement
strategy puts the tenant at the

heart of everything we do, which
reflects the core values and ethos of
Blackwood.“
“As a Blackwood tenant of 25 years
who is very passionate about tenant
participation and social inclusion, I
was delighted to be asked to be part
of the working group who put the new
engagement strategy together.
I hope our tenants will be pleased
with the new strategy and possibly
be inspired by it, to become actively
involved in tenant participation.“
~ David Tares

www.blackwoodgroup.org.uk
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